Modified ant colony clustering method in long-term electrocardiogram processing.
The paper presents an application of a clustering technique inspired by ant colony metaheuristics. The paper addresses the problem of long-term (Holter) electrocardiogram data processing. Long-term recording produces a huge amount of biomedical data, which must be preprocessed prior to its presentation to the specialist. The paper also discusses relevant aspects improving the robustness, stability and convergence criteria of the method. The method is compared with well known clustering techniques (both classical and nature-inspired), first testing on the known dataset and finally applying them to the real ECG data records from the MIT-BIH database and outperforms the standard methods. Electrocardiogram data clustering can effectively reduce the amount of data presented to the cardiologist: cardiac arrhythmia and significant morphology changes in the ECG can be visually emphasized in a reasonable time. The final evaluation of the ECG recording must still be made by an expert.